Fetal cells in maternal blood. An update from Basel.
The efficiency of two protocols for the enrichment of fetal cells from the blood of pregnant women was compared: a triple density gradient followed by twin magnetic separations (method A) versus a single density gradient and single magnetic separation (method B). Blood samples were obtained from women prior to undergoing an invasive procedure. The processed samples, 87 by method A and 332 by method B, were examined for the presence of male cells by fluorescence in situ hybridisation. The simpler protocol was found to be superior. The most critical component, however, is the ability of the reader to correctly evaluate the sample, where we observed large variations, with reader B attaining a sensitivity of 82.61% with a corresponding specificity of 86.96%. A simpler enrichment protocol can be used from smaller blood samples to attain detection efficiencies which are similar to or superior to current noninvasive methods.